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“Healthcare reform falls flat, markets now turn attention to tax reform” 

It was never going to be easy.  

The current gridlock occupying Congress was sufficient to squash the administration’s first attempt at reform 

to the Affordable Care Act. This swing and a miss spooked investors entering this week’s trading sessions as 

doubt surfaced on other tenets of the “Trump trade” that have helped send equities up over 10% since the 

election. 

We have been in the wait-and-see approach for many of these policy initiatives for this very reason. While 

the merits of tax reform, deregulation, etc. are obvious tailwinds to Corporate America, the path to these 

initiatives will be choppy with the partisan politics in Washington and division within the GOP.  

On the one hand, it is potentially positive that tax reform can now take a higher priority. On the other, who 

knows what political stalemates will delay or prohibit these necessary reforms. For now, we must hope that 

some sort of bipartisan support will prevail. The administration still has its eyes set on an August timetable 

to submit a tax reform bill. A significant delay to this would likely be met with a more severe reaction from 

the market with the consensus assuming something will be done and the benefits being more direct to the 

bottom line of Corporate America.  

While the recent investor optimism on business-friendly initiatives, or “animal spirits”, has helped buoy 

stocks, the tide had already been turning in Corporate America prior to the election. Earnings are on pace to 

grow nearly 10% year-over-year in the first quarter. That alone should give investors optimism devoid of 

any policy reform. Bottom line, the fundamentals of earnings and the economy are still on solid footing. 

Outside of a healthy correction in some of the pure plays of policy reform, we still feel comfortable that 

conditions remain healthy for investors the rest of this year. 

Something to keep in mind though is the remarkable 

outperformance of the S&P 500 vs. a conventional diversified 

portfolio as shown by this recent chart from JP Morgan. Since 

most prudent investors are at least partly diversified in their 

portfolios, it can seem like there was something “left on the table” 

in the recent run-up in stocks. While that trend has felt even more 

tangible in this post-election rally, with bonds struggling, it has 

really been the case for the past five years. During that time, the 

S&P 500 outperformed an asset allocation portfolio by 54.7%. 

However, as the chart shows, chasing outperformance after good 

periods is often a poor decision, especially for investors that are 

in diversified portfolios for obvious reasons. Very often, asset 

allocation outperforms the subsequent five-years following a 

period of underperformance, and by a wide margin.  



Doubt over some of the policy initiatives could pose some concerns for those investors who placed large “all-

in” bets on equities in the short-run, but those who stick to the tenets of diversification can hopefully rest a 

bit easier knowing that it is not a do-or-die scenario as recent sentiment might suggest. We would actually 

welcome a bit of volatility so that some of the opportunities previously bid up on optimism, can be re-set to 

more attractive prices.  

What is also evident to us is that euphoria has still yet to set in by and large to the stock market’s pulse. While 

valuations are well above-average, investor skittishness still appears with very little provocation.  
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